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Review Essay
Reflections on Three Novels of Carol Williams

The Switzers. Virginia Beach , VA : The Donning Company , 1981.
Brightness Remembered. Rockport , ME. Picton Press , 2001.
By Wonders and By War. Morgantown , PA. Masthof Press , 1999.
The writer Jean Cocteau once descriped the fiction that he produced
as "des mensonges vrais. " If we agree that his description is apt, that
indeed all fiction consists of true lies, then historical fiction might be
considered a special genre , since it tries to blend true lies with genuine
truths. Attempting to present simultaneously both the historical truth and
a fictional narrative that brings that truth to life is a less straightforward
task than it might seem , because the novelist and the historian must write
at cross-purposes: the former is concerned with the story of individual
lives, the latter with the story of the times. Some novels most successful
at conveying the feel of a historic moment - The Red Badge of Courage
comes to mind - make no attempt to include self-consciously historical
details. Crane supplies neither the name nor the location of the battle that
tests his protagonist, yet the reader comes away with the illusion of
historical truth. Most historical novels include at least some historical
facts, and some include so many that they read more like histories than
novels . Carol Williams has written three novels of colonial America
which manage , for the most part , to do justice to both individual
experience and history. These three books , which are titled The Switzers,
Brightness Remembered, and By Wonders and By War, relate the saga of
a Swiss immigrant family in South Carolina from 1756 through 1781.
The first volume , The Switzers, tells the story of Matthys Tschudi ,
Johannes Lienhardt and Madie Frillig , three young people from the
Toggenburg region of Switzerland who emigrate to South Carolina in the
1750s. Matthys , who is betrothed to Mad le, strikes out first with his friend
Johannes; Madle , too impatient to wait until summoned , follows on her
own within a year.
The first seven chapters of the book are devoted to such a lovingly
detailed account of the Matthys and Johannes' journey down the Rhine to
the Dutch canals , up the canals to Amsterdam , across the Atlantic to
24
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Charles Town, and overland to Congarees in the Carolina backcountry
that the reader begins to wonder whether the emigration itself, rather than
the characters, is the real focus of the novel. This sense that at this
moment the historical description matters more to the author than the
people she has created is heightened when Matthys, until that point the
protagonist, dies of fever shortly after arriving in America.
Madie, left without means of support in Charles Town, and devastated
by the death of the man she has loved from childhood, is rescued by
Johannes, who, having loved Madie secretly, immediately proposes
marriage. This portion of the saga is faithful to the realities of 18th
Century America, where epidemic disease made sudden deaths a common
experience. Madle's instantaneous adjustment of her plans rings true;
what choice does she have?
Madle and Johannes at first live on the plantation of Hans Jacob
Rieder, the well-established son of a Swiss immigrant. Johannes works for
wages in order to accumulate enough capital to guarantee that his own
farm, once he has cleared a claim, will be a success. Madle's adjustment
to her new life, so different from her joyful memories of running through
alpine valleys, is made more difficult by her pregnancy and her revulsion
against slavery, a fact oflife on the Rieder plantation. Although I think I
understand Williams' rationale for giving Madie, Johannes and Pastor
Theus an intense dislike of slavery, I find this somewhat problematic for
the task of conveying a sense of the historical milieu. Williams is
obviously committed to getting the external details exactly right. Building
methods, the appearance and feel of clothing, even the physical location
of things, if known, are dutifully and thoroughly conveyed. Yet she seems
to have given little thought to trying to recreate the mentalite of her 18th
century people, who appear to experience reality exactly as we do more
than two centuries later. Here is Johannes seeing through common notions
about slavery: "People said Europeans couldn't do the work themselves
and survive the climate. What they meant was that Europeans couldn't get
rich without slavery." (86) This sort of precocious insight, while it renders
Johannes more accessible to the modern reader, does a disservice to the
historical accuracy that Williams so clearly hopes to achieve. If so many
found slavery repugnant, one wonders, how did it become so popular?
If we ignore the recurring presentist cast of the mentation, though,
Williams understands her main characters quite well. She seems to feel
closest to Madie, her most fully realized character; and the relationship
between Madie and Johannes, which matures gradually after they are
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/3
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married, is finely drawn and convincing. Nature, too, is invariably drawn
with a deft brush. Here is the young wife walking through her cornfield:
The fields on both sides stretched monotonously flat for many
acres, the peavines which interspersed the corn green-black and
rank with purple bloom . The great brown-bearded ears oflndian
corn seemed monstrous, their fecund smell an inescapable part of
this humid air. Without any thought, she walked toward the line
of trees. There was no person anywhere to be seen. (121-122)
Madle and Johannes are helped on their claim by Madle' s young
cousin Rudi Naffels, whom people believe to be a runaway indentured
servant. Rudi, who has been living as a hunter in the backwoods , claims
that he was never indentured, but was enslaved as a child by the man who
was assigned to be his guardian. Once the Lienhardts help to straighten
out Rudi' s legal situation, he forms a close relationship with them; but he
never seems able to commit himself to farming or a settled life, much to
the displeasure of the established Swiss community. Rudi drifts in and out
of the first book, but his story will be taken up as the central plot of the
next volume.
The second half of The Switzers tells how the young Lienhardt family
(by this time there is a son, Joggi) fares in the bitter and bloody Cherokee
War. Mad le and Johannes must part ways temporarily as all available men
are mustered into a militia and women and children are gathered,
unhappily , in a makeshift fort. Madle's frustration and resentment at
being, in effect, incarcerated for months at a time with strangers is
powerfully conveyed , as is Johannes' revulsion at having to destroy the
Cherokees ' dwellings and, more especially , their crops . Johannes is a
farmer to the bone, and the work of despoiling the lovingly tended
gardens wounds his very soul.
In the afternoon he was among those sent out to fell orchards.
Every time his axe gashed into the gummy wood , it was as ifhe
were swinging it into live flesh . The loaded branches cracked off,
crashed to the ground. The shambles of the orchard stretched for
acres around them. (271)
Here too, however , despite being moved by the sensitive prose , I was
beset by a nagging doubt. As with Johannes' anachronistic insight into
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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slavery, his sympathy and admiration for his Cherokee adversary strike
a discordant note . Soldiers would do themselves no service by dwelling
on the tender humanity of the foe, and soldiers who have seen their
friends killed are unlikely to feel much compunction in punishing the
enemy. Johannes' ability to remain above the fray even when caught up
in battle seems not simply anachronistic but supernatural. And if whites
living on the frontier were really able to see both sides clearly , as
Johannes does , how could they live with themselves? The history of
white-Indian relations suggests other attitudes were ascendant in the
backcountry , especially during time of war. Williams wants to have it
both ways: her characters will be historically accurate down to their
buckskin britches , but their thinking will be immediately comprehensible
and familiar to the modern reader . If we are truly to understand what
motivated an event like the Cherokee War, we must disabuse ourselves of
the notion that people in the past felt and thought just as we do.
The second novel , Brightn ess Remember ed, takes up the story of Rudi
Naffels , who was only a peripheral character in The Switzers. The
historical event being elucidated is the South Carolina Regulation , a
vigilante movement that convulsed the frontier in the years 1767-69.
Rudi, gravely injured by robbers in the lawless woods bordering Indian
Creek, is nursed back to health by Margaret Allen , a feisty Scots-Irish girl,
and her saintly grandmother. Margaret 's brother Robert has just been
murdered , perhaps by the same gang that robbed Rudi, and the shared
misfortune , combined with Rudi's long convalescence, forges a tenuous
bond between Rudi and Margaret despite their mutual wariness.
When Rudi recovers , he heads back to Camping Creek to retrieve
tools he had buried there after a failed attempt at homesteading. As he
nears the Lienhardts ' place , however , he is accosted by Johannes' and
Madle's young son Joggi , who has been sent to bring help to fight off a
gang of plunderers who are at that very moment besieging the farm. Rudi
and Joggi succeed in recruiting the neighbors , and the marauders are
driven off after torching the barn and trampling down the wheat field.
As is her special gift, Williams manages to convey with exquisite
clarity the emotions of the Lienhardts while they are trapped in their
house with four of their small children. Even Heiri , the seven-year-old , is
given a voice:
Heiri thought ifJoggi were here , he wouldn ' t be so scared. He
was afraid not only of the fire and yelling outside , but even more
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/3
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of what could happen to his father - he'd seen crusted blood at a
bullet hole and dead eyes in an animal - and of the terrible things
that were happening now, his father shouting and cursing and
shooting too. The sulphuric stink crept into the loft, overpowering
the scent of dried fruit hung in bags from the rafters, the new-cut
apples laid on sheets beneath the eaves. (48)
Williams is fond of this direct reporting of her characters' thoughts,
and it is undeniably a powerful technique for creating immediacy and a
vivid sense of experience. It is also a gauge of how important a character
is destined to be: characters whose thoughts are not revealed will
disappear from the narrative. It is a peculiarity of Williams' work that
even characters to whose thinking we are privy sometimes effectively
vanish. Heiri, for example, never again contributes interior monologue,
and is only seen for brief moments in the rest of the novel. There is
something disconcerting about this, as if a friend with whom you were
intimate suddenly withdrew and refused to speak to you. This variation in
how characters are treated is symptomatic of a more general problem, that
many of the characters seem to have been created for the plot rather than
vice versa. But of course in a historical novel built around a series of
events, the rudiments of the plot are given a priori, so there is no
possibility of character driving plot.
Perhaps I have stumbled into another area where the purposes of
historian and novelist conflict. Williams wants to straddle the fence, but
she often introduces half-drawn characters, like Margaret's beau Jamie
Fraser or Madle's friend Polly, merely, one suspects, to enrich the
historical detail. The novelist, ever aware that each character must fully
inhabit its space, cannot be so cavalier with character development. The
historian, caring more for the facts than for the people (who, after all, are
fictional), uses the characters as tools, now pushing this one into the
limelight, now this other, and letting the ones not now in use slump limply
in the shadows. In The Switzers, Madle and perhaps Johannes were fully
fleshed. In Brightness Remembered, even the main characters, Rudi and
Margaret, are imperfectly realized. One never knows quite why they act
the way they do, or what they are likely to do.
Rudi returns to help support Margaret and her grandmother by
hunting. After the grandmother dies, Margaret's farm is visited in the
night by a band of Regulators who are determined to horsewhip Rudi in
order to, as one announces, "clear this country of vagabonds." (113) This
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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is only part of the reason for the chastisement. The underlying problem is
that Rudi, by seeming to court Margaret, has transgressed the ethnic
border that separates Swiss-Germans from Scots-Irish. The Regulators ,
who in this case are Scots-Irish, intend to teach him to stay where he
belongs.
Here Williams comes up against another formal aspect of the novel
which is not conducive to presenting our best understanding of history.
The novelist must say, "This happened, at such a time, in such a way."
The historian always has the luxury of saying, "This is most likely what
happened. " The Regulator Movement was neither simple nor, despite
Williams' claim in the Afterword , particularly well-documented.
Historians have long debated whether it should be considered an
expression of class conflict , with poor yeomen against a wealthy elite; a
harbinger of the Revolution ; a quasi-legal response to the lack of courts;
or an avenue , in the absence of courts , for personal vendettas to be carried
out. As a chapter in history , it is, in a word , murky. The motives of the
Regulators are not well understood. Nevertheless , Williams, as a historical
novelist , is committed to bringing this history to life. The question then
becomes, which history? By choosing Richard Maxwell Brown ' s version ,
which she credits in the Afterword , Williams is arbitrarily deciding what
to present as "the truth." Once it is down on paper, with individual
Regulators portrayed and their actions and words reported , a specific
interpretation , one of many possible , has been canonized. But how close
to the truth is it? For a contested history like that of the Regulator
Movement, novelization seems an odd choice, as there is no solid
historical ground on which to construct the novel.
In Williams' version, the Regulators are shamed into releasing Rudi
by honest Jamie Fraser , who somehow finds the courage to face the mob
and tell them off. At this point Rudi runs off without a word , giving the
reader yet another jolt. The chapter , until that moment , is narrated from
Rudi' s point of view ; suddenly he disappears, and the reader hears
nothing from him for more than twenty-five pages. The difficulty here is
not so much that the narrative perspective shifts abruptly, but that the
reader doesn't know what is happening . Is Rudi gone for good? And why
did he leave? When Jamie Fraser seeks him out in his hunting camp four
months later to tell him he has treated Margaret badly , Rudi replies, "Yes ,
I did. How else could I treat her?" (160) What are we to make of this?
Williams apparently wishes us to conclude that Rudi has given up
Margaret for her own good , since the Scots-Irish community will never
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/3
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accept him as a suitable husband for her. On the other hand, Rudi has
been restless since he was first introduced as a teenager in The Switzers ,
so perhaps he is simply disinclined to marry Margaret. Or it might be his
own safety he is trying to secure. It is problematic that the protagonist of
the novel (or is Margaret the protagonist?) remains mysterious to the
reader despite the fact that by this time we have spent considerable time
inside his head. If the reader has no clear sense of Rudi after seeing him
from without and within , one begins to suspect that Williams herself
cannot see him clearly.
At the end of Brightness Rememb ered the reader is again beset by the
thought that Rudi exists only to illustrate events. After his traumatic
encounter with the Regulators, Rudi joins up with John Musgrove's
Moderator band, putting him on a trajectory that will bring him to the
brink of shooting at his relative Johannes , who is fighting with the
Regulators. At this point the issues that drive the two sides are impossible
for the reader to discern. Johannes has joined up because "having made
up his mind to a stand, he must hold to it." (178) Ultimately , Rudi finds
he cannot take part in the fight after seeing, or thinking he has seen,
Johannes' face on the opposite side. He leaves the troop by himself before
the battle begins and returns to the Lienhardt farm. When Johannes comes
home the next day, we find out that three prominent men had ridden
between the two sides , both arrayed in battle formation , and convinced
them to lay down their arms before the battle could begin. The Regulator
Movement is at an end. Rudi goes back to reclaim Margaret and become
a farmer.
The interpretation of the Regulator Movement which Williams
presents teaches us that vigilantism was necessary to curb lawlessness ,
although it sometimes got out of hand, and that settled farmers with a
stake in the community were likely to join it. When Rudi joins the
Moderators, however, we find that farmers with a stake in the community
also opposed the Regulators , which calls into question the entire schema
that Williams has set out for us. One suspects that the reality of the
Regulator Movement had more to do with the prevalence of firearms in
an area theoretically subject to colonial law but far beyond the reach of
any legal authority. In such a situation, everyone with a gun has a say .
The difficulty in describing in simple terms what different factions were
fighting for is due to the fact that there were arguably as many reasons for
fighting as there were men with guns . Williams has painted the movement
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in broad strokes to render it comprehensible; but it would be more
realistic , within the context of a novel , to let it remain incomprehensible.
Since the duty of the historical novelist, at least as Williams sees it,
is to explicate as well as animate the history, the reader is frequently
allowed to listen as characters explain , either in dialogue or interior
monologue , why they are doing whatever they are doing. This is efficient,
for ease of reporting, but it does not serve the intention of making the
events seem realistic. Actual people caught up in an event can only
experience it as a blur , and the details that stand out to them may be a
result of chance , or of their state of mind at the moment. When compelled
to make choices , they are often unable to explain clearly either to
themselves or others why they picked one alternative and not the other .
It is often only in retrospect, as we try to fit our own life events into some
sort of coherent narrative , that we ascribe motivations for our own
choices. Yet Johannes , Rudi and the other characters who populate these
three novels somehow understand their choices , at least as far as politics
goes, clearly at every juncture. To bring the historical narrative into high
relief , the humans are used as mouthpieces. This can only detract from the
naturalness of the personal narrative.
The third novel , By Wonders and By War, the largest of the three , is
also the most ambitious and the most artistically successful. Partly this
success is attributable to the fact that the historical narrative, the
Revolution in the Carolinas , has a formal structure ofits own, which it has
acquired over the years as an essential chapter in American history.
Although the structure of a history need not resemble the structure of a
novel , the narratives which are revisited most frequently - and the
Revolution is surely one of these - tend to assume some of the features of
heroic fiction as they come to serve as national myths. So the portion of
the Lienhardt saga that takes place during the Revolution has some natural
advantages , from a novelistic point of view. We know, for example, that
it must have a definite ending. The conflict seems clear-cut , and the plot
line of the history is suitably dramatic: the early disaster of the fall of
Charleston to the British , much struggle and the keeping of the faith
against great odds, perseverance and eventual triumph by dint of will.
Williams also chooses , in this novel , to allow Madie and Johannes to
function as the core rather than as two of many equally important
characters. This has the effect of grounding the story in a way that
distinguishes it from the two chronologically prior novels, both of which
seemed to be about whatever character was being featured at a given
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/3
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moment. Keeping Johannes and Madle in the center also allows the novel
to pack a huge emotional punch, with the help of some beautifully
sensitive prose. The Lienhardts' reactions can interpret events for us in a
naturalistic way without having to resort to characters reporting news to
each other, an awkward device Williams still relies on more than she
should. Finally, because the war extends its tentacles into every barn and
farmhouse in the backcountry, those left at home remain as much a part
of the story as those who join to fight. There is never a sense in this novel,
as there is all too often in the other two, that characters who are out of
sight are in suspended animation. They remain alive, and we worry about
them when they are out of the spotlight.
We take up the story of the Lienhardt family in 1780 as they hear the
news that Charlestown, where son J oggi is serving with a colonial militia,
has fallen. As his parents wonder, anguished, whether they will ever see
him again, Joggi manages to come straggling home, wounded, exhausted
and starved. After be has regained some of his strength, Johannes tries to
convince him that he has done his part:
Johannes paced to the fireplace, stood a moment, went to the
door as if he would go out, turned around. "Joggi, you've fought
your share, more than your share. Two years or the biggest part
of it you've been under arms. You fought in Georgia and you've
fought in the low country. And now it's over!"
"Papa, it's not over! If they've won down there, don't think
they won't come up here too! And if they move up here - it's not
over, it's just started!" (20)
Joggi's words prove to be prophetic as the war, like some malevolent
tide, gradually washes closer and closer to Savana Hunt, the Lienhardt's
home. Heiri, Joggi's next younger brother, wants to join up too, but Joggi
refuses to allow him to come as he sets out to find a new militia unit. At
this point Johannes seems almost indifferent to the war. He does what he
can to convince his two oldest sons to stay home and devote themselves
to the farm so that the family's food supply will be guaranteed. Johannes'
experience in the Cherokee War, a generation earlier, has strengthened
him in his conviction that farming the land is "what the good God
intended for us - not slaughter and burnings, smoke and rage." (13)
Williams does not explore exactly how Joggi and Heiri have acquired
their Patriot convictions. Neither of the boys is given more than a cursory
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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description , and the only motivation we see for either wanting to fight is
that they feel , somehow, that it is their duty. The historical question of
why some Americans chose the Patriot side while others, like Joggi's and
Heiri ' s brother-in-law, Conrad Meyer, fought with the British , is a
fascinating one, but Williams throws no light on it. People just feel the
way they feel.
Once Joggi goes back to the war, the British and Loyalists occupy the
entire backcountry and issue an edict that all inhabitants must swear
allegiance to the Crown or be considered enemies of the King . Those who
swear allegiance will be subject to military service . In effect , every man
must now choose to fight for one side or the other. At this point Heiri
decides to join up with neighbor Willi Rieder , who has been paroled after
being captured in Charlestown . They make their way with difficulty to
Rudi Naffels ' homestead and convince him to accompany them , leaving
Margaret and Rudi ' s two young children to manage as best they can.
When Heiri and Willi see their first combat , at Cedar Springs , the
tongue-tied Heiri proves himself to be a resolute fighter , and Willi ,
veteran of the siege of Charlestown , begins to see him with new eyes.
Williams displays a subtle grasp of the transformative power of war, ofits
effects, both good and bad, on men whom it touches. Heiri ' s new
competence , which surprises both him and Willi , seems almost to justify
his need to find the war and join it. Overnight , he has become a man.
While Joggi and Heiri are off fighting , Loyalist troops come to
plunder the Lienhardt farm. At this point the book seems to open up like
a magical shell to reveal the true face of total war. The despoliation of the
homestead , which has been the symbol of cheerful domesticity in all three
volumes, is painful reading. Madie is shocked to find that some of the
invaders are neighbors' sons. As the family watches , the soldiers pack up
and cart off everything the Lienhardts own: food, cooking utensils ,
clothing, bedding , poultry , cattle and horses. They are left with an empty
house, no grain to eat, no seed to plant, no clothes but those they wear.
Here is daughter Cathri ' s view from the front yard:
Now they brought out the last of the house plunder. Madle would
not look at the stuffed knobby sacks and the baskets , but Cathri
looked. She could tell the shapes of candlesticks , plates , jugs , and
jars , knew them to be leaving their house, drawn out of its life
perhaps forever. She saw a bright spill of blue silk, her mother's
treasured lutestring silk though not worn in many a year , and
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/3
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knew that under it were yards and yards oflace made long ago by
small skilled hands in another country . (127)
Once the Lienhardts' house is plundered, the reader ceases being an
onlooker and becomes an outraged partisan. Williams has done a clever
trick here by pulling us emotionally into the action. She has illustrated , in
a way that rings true beyond any doubt , exactly how men like Johannes ,
who may have hoped somehow to tread the careful path of neutrality ,
were driven forcefully to the Patriot cause. The dynamics are true , both
psychologically and historically . The harder the British tried to subdue the
Carolina countryside , the more men they pushed into the American forces.
The war in the South was not won so much as lost.
After the raid on his farm, Johannes belatedly decides his only
recourse is to swear allegiance to the King and hope that it may save his
family from further suffering. Joggi , after being captured and paroled ,
joins a company of Georgians under Joseph McDowell. He sees action at
Fairforest Creek and attaches himself to the command of Otho Williams.
Heiri , after being wounded and captured , escapes with Willi and both take
refuge with a Scots-Irish family for several months until Heiri recovers.
Williams here captures the tangled quality of enlistments in the
Revolutionary War. Joggi's and Heiri ' s experiences of joining up ,
fighting , going home , joining up again , perhaps being captured and
paroled and joining up again , are typical of American militiamen. Sixty
years after the end of the war, when pensions were offered to surviving
veterans , many old soldiers related having fought, or at least served , under
several commanders at different times. Seeing , in Williams' account , how
fluidly units could form and disband, one acquires a deeper appreciation
for the American generals able to make good use of such insubstantial and
unpredictable armies.
Now Williams brings us into the thick of the war. Heiri and Willi
rejoin a militia unit; Joggi and Rudi eventually find themselves fighting
under Daniel Morgan ' s command. This segment of the story , which is
devoted to recording in great detail the progress of what Nathanael
Greene dubbed the "Fugitive War," sometimes loses track ofits novelistic
bearings and veers off into straight history for pages at a time. Here is a
description of Morgan ' s adversary :
The British had been reinforced in December by thirteen
hundred and fifty fresh troops, now slogging up the country by
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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way of Camden. Cornwallis had at last broken camp at
Winnsborough and was moving his thirty-five hundred up east of
the Broad to catch the remaining Rebels after Tarleton should
have broken them . And on January 15 a report came in that
Tarleton himself had not only his five hundred and fifty-man
British Legion but a total of eleven or twelve hundred men that
included infantry and artillery.
Williams is serving two masters here, and even though she manages
to keep the narrative style consistent , there is no getting around the
difficulty of stuffing great chunks of military history into a novel. When
the history comes on the scene , the novel is suspended for a while ,
sacrificed for a greater purpose. The reader is coerced into following the
details of the campaigns , knowing that sooner or later the characters will
show up again. It is here that one senses that Williams' real interest is the
big picture and not the little humans. She is entitled to her opinions, but
the question to ask about her interweaving of history and the story of a
small number of people is whether it is effective. Both a history and a
novel require a proper sense of rhythm and pacing , which is very hard to
achieve when they are combined. The novel , especially, suffers when the
point of view is transferred to headquarters or an omniscient viewer
hovering above the battlefield , causing the characters to disappear for
pages at a time. Perhaps I am simply more partial to the novel. My
reaction to most of the battle history , which I grant is well written , is to
ask why the reader needs to know this. The answer, of course, is that it is
American History, and so, ipso facto, important. But for the people caught
up in the fray, and virtually ignorant of the tactics planned by their
commanding officers , none of this information matters; and including it
has the effect of belittling them: they are simply small cogs in a big
machine.
Willi and Heiri finally meet up with Joggi just before the battle of
Cowpens , where Heiri , while saving Willi's life , becomes one of the few
American casualties . Joggi leaves the army to deliver the terrible news to
his family . Here Williams does a masterful job - as she does whenever
great emotions come to bear - describing a poignantly universal scene.
Joggi finds his father by the sound of his axe in the woods.
"Joggi?" Johannes half-frowned , half-smiled. "What-where
have you come from? "
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol38/iss1/3
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"I came from back that way . I heard your axe and I knew it
was you. Papa." Joggi stepped forward, again stopped. Suddenly
he could say no word. His silence became terrible.
Creekwater rushing over roots and sand prolonged the
silence.
Johannes said heavily, "You've come to tell us something."
(269)
As the scene continues, Joggi, the battle-hardened soldier, finds that
he cannot give voice to the painful words he has come many miles to say.
In the end, he can only mouth his brother's name. In vignettes like this
one Williams has a sure command of her art . She gives the reader, in a
few simple words, a full and complete understanding of the physical
nature of grief, of its power to irrevocably alter the universe. Simplicity
is one of the keys to her success in rendering high emotion accessible to
the reader; a deep knowledge of at least some of the characters is the
other.
But this knowledge does not extend even to the entire Lienhardt
family. There are five children left at home. The youngest , Andreas,
Georgi and Anneli, are merely cardboard figures. Cathri is given spunk
and a romantic interest in Willi Rieder. Hans, the fourteen-year-old son,
is brought to life with a few brushstrokes for the single purpose, one
suspects, of having him run off and join the army . This careless attitude
toward minor characters gives the novel an uneven feel. One is
sometimes, as after Heiri's death , drawn into the characters ' plight with
excruciating intimacy. At other times , as when Hans leaves, one is
watching from a distance. The reader doesn't know Hans , who has not
figured at all in the previous story line, and so can only experience his
departure generically.
Over the period of more than a year during which Joggi, Willi and
Rudi are fighting , the families left at home are brought closer and closer
to starvation by repeated Loyalist raids that carry off whatever provisions
they have managed to scrape together and destroy any crops that are
found. When Rudi's enlistment is up and he begins to head for his home
on Indian Creek, he is horrified to find that Loyalists in the neighborhood
have not been content with mere plunder, but have laid everything waste.
His own cabin is burned to the ground, and Margaret and his children are
nowhere to be found . It is in her close descriptions of the guerrilla war in
the backcountry that Williams comes into her own. No one who reads the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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story of Rudi's anguished attempt to follow what he hopes are his
family's footprints in the road can fail to be moved by his desperate
uncertainty. Here Williams manages to convey, without any
awkwardness, the reality of the time and place. Rudi, fighting far from
home, has been utterly cut off from communication with his family and
has no way to know if they are still alive. In the end he discovers them
staying with a neighbor; but the entire episode, which is so affecting that
one dreads to tum the page, tells us better than the factually correct
historical portions what it must have been like to inhabit the history.
Rudi's lack of news also stands in contrast to the situation at the
Lienhardts' place, where someone always seems to be delivering news of
battles or troop movements . In fact, such news was not readily available
in the 18th Century , when even generals could not easily find the location
of the enemy . We sometimes lose sight of the isolation of life on the
frontier at a time when all news must travel on foot, and Williams'
depiction of the Lienhardts up-to-date understanding of how the war was
proceeding seems less accurate than the Naff els' lack of communication.
The novel culminates in the Battle of Eutaw Springs, which, though
not a clear victory for either side, proved to be the final major engagement
in the fight for the Carolinas. Radicalized by the devastation of their farms
by British and Loyalist troops , Johannes and his old friend Hans Jacob
Rieder , Willi's father , also join up to do their part. All the men in both
families - Johannes, Joggi and Hans Lienhardt , Rudi Naffels , and Hans
Jacob and Willi Rieder- fight in the battle ; Hans and Willi are killed. The
war in the Carolinas , having taken all it could take, is winding down.
Perhaps it is intentional on Williams ' part that the story of Swiss
immigrants , which is certainly the focus of at least the first half of The
Switzers, has by the end of the third book been transformed into the story
of the Revolution in the Carolinas. The fact that the young soldiers we are
following are Swiss is hardly an issue. It comes up now and again as
people struggle with their odd names or when Heiri , whose command of
English is imperfect , struggles to communicate. But with the exception of
these moments , the characters are indistinguishable from the Scots-Irish
and English Americans with whom they mingle. I suppose it is inevitable
that an immigrant saga that follows the characters forward in time will
become less and less about immigrants. Even the first generation are
drawn into the here and now of life on the frontier and have little time or
energy to devote to thinking about their Swiss origins.
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All three books are strongest when they focus in closely on how the
characters experience their situations. Williams has a talent for building
a psychological reality that is natural and convincing , and I found myself
wishing she would apply it to more of the characters. This may be a
matter of taste. For readers who appreciate a specific and colorful account
of attested events, the third book in particular is to be highly
recommended. All three volumes succeed more than they fall short , and
it is a tribute to Williams' artistry that one wishes to be able to spend more
time with her characters .
Kristina Marcy
University of Illinois at Chicago
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